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Email360° Protection from 
All Common Gateway 
Threat Vectors

Whether on-premise or in

the cloud, Resec is a formidable 

wall between the threat and

your organization. Multiple 

solution modules ensure 

protection from all common 

enterprise threat vectors.

Ultimate Prevention of 
File-Based Malware Threats

In today's world, files are the source of over 90% of all malware attacks. 
Resec prevents all known and unknown (“zero-day”) file-based malware threats 

from entering the organization by detecting and blocking prohibited or malicious files 

and reconstructing all other files into threat-free replicas. 
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Military Grade Security. Enterprise Usability.

Securing the Organization with
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Ultimate Security

Protection from known and unknown threats. No false negatives

Secure All Common File Types

Hundreds of file types supported, including Microsoft's Office 

suite, PDFs, and many more

Superb Document Fidelity

Threat-free replicas consistently maintain native format and all 

permitted functionality

Scalable and Robust

Manage extreme traffic with no single point of failure and 

the ability to scale infinitely

Real-time processing

Most files are processed in seconds, all files are processed 

faster than comparable alternatives

Secure Large Files

Processing extra-large files, including unique archives

Secure Digitally Signed Documents

Workflows for processing digitally signed documents 

while retaining the original signature

Secure Encrypted Files

Process single and multi-layered encrypted files 

safely

Flexible Policy Settings

Granular control which complies with business

and security requirements

Compatibility

Seamless fit to most architectures, with integrations 

to best of breed security solutions


